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The slides to be stained for Bcl2 comprised : 
1. Tonsil 
2. Appendix 
3. Follicular lymphoma, Grade I 
4. Follicular lymphoma, Grade III OR Breast ca 
5. DLBCL 

In case 4, due to tissue exhaustion, breast carcinoma case was kept in some of the participants. 
All tissues sent were fixed in 10% neutral buffered formalin. 

Criteria for assessing staining as optimal were: 
Tonsil A moderate to strong predominantly cytoplasmic staining of virtually all the 

peripheral B- and T-cells. Occasional T cells in germinal center should stain while 
majority are negative. Weak cytoplasmic staining in tonsillar basal epithelial cells. 

Appendix A moderate to strong predominantly cytoplasmic staining of peripheral B- and T-
cells near the muscular layer in the appendix. Occasional T cells in germinal center 
should stain while majority are negative. Intensity decreased towards the luminal 
lymphoid cells. 

Follicular lymphoma, 
Grade I 

Moderate to intense cytoplasmic staining in virtually all lymphoma cells. 

Follicular lymphoma, 
Grade III OR Breast 
Ca 

Weak to moderate intensity cytoplasmic staining in nearly half of the lymphoma 
cells. OR No staining of breast carcinoma cells 

DLBCL Weak to no staining of tumor cells. 
 

Participants’ overall performance was assessed based on following criteria: 
1. Selection of proper antibody 
2. Label 
3. Integrity of sections 
4. Artifacts affecting overall staining in all tissues 
5. Intensity of staining reaction in each tissue in the set. 
6. Proportion of staining reaction in each tissue in the set 
7. Non-specific staining reaction and background staining. 
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Participants’ performance specific for the antibody related critical parameters was assessed separately 
based on following criteria: 

1. Intensity of staining reaction in each tissue in the set and 
2. proportion of staining reaction in each tissue in the set. 

 
The background and non-specific staining is usually the attribute of dilution of antibody/blocking steps etc. 
Therefore, we have restricted the performance character of the antibody to be judged by intensity and 
proportion of staining reaction (critical score). This may help one choose proper antibody clone/vendor. 
However the performance of the laboratory as far as technique of IHC is concerned, should be judged by 
overall score. 

Participation: 
Total 15laboratories submitted data and stained sections. 

Results: 
The performance of the group was averaging 85% which should be considered average. This is 
irrespective of the clone, vendor and methodology. The results were assessed based on following cut 
offsfor the overall score: 

 Cut off No. of labs (total ) 
Optimal >85% 10 
Good >75% 01 
Borderline >65% 01 
Poor </=65% 03 
 
Antibody details and performance analysisbased on critical parameter score: 

RTU Conc Vendor N Clone Optimum Good Borderline Poor 

14  
Dako 12 124 8 1 1 2 
Path n situ 1 EP36 1    
CellMarque 1 124    1 

 1 Optimum 1 100/D5 1    

 

Comments: 
1. Which clone has the best outcome? 

Clone 124 from Dako has the best outcome. All the participants with good and optimum results 
with this clone from Dako used HIER as retrieval method. TE buffer, Citrate buffer and company 
provided buffers with range of pH from 6.0 to 9.8 were used. Typical incubation time for primary 
antibody was 30 minutes, while some used 1 hour. All participants used polymer based 
secondary detection systems from Dako (Envision), Ventana, Biocare and Biogenex. Typical 
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incubation time for secondary was 30 minutes, except in case of one lab that used Ventana XT 
automated system and Ultraview DAB reaction BIT for 8 minutes. 

The cause for poor and borderline performance in those using the same clone from Dako was not 
discernible. 

Clone 100/D5 is used by a single laboratory in concentrated format. The protocol setting used 
primary antibody and MACH1 polymer based system from Biocare with HIER at 100 C for 30 s 
in decloaking chamber using EDTA based buffer, pH 8.0 in Automated Intellipath platform. 

The same clone 124 from CellMarque did not perform well. 

2. Which vendor has the best performance? 

For Clone 124, that is the most popular clone, Dako performed well. Only 1 other user used this 
clone from CellMarque that did not perform well. 

3. What was better, RTU or Concentrated? 

RTU is the most common format used (14/15). However, the concentrated antibody is one of the 
best performing ones. 

4. What is the best dilution ratio of the primary antibody? 

1:100 was the dilutions used by the laboratory using concentrated antibody. 

5. Has dewaxing temperature to do something with staining reaction? 

Not significant. 

6. Is the pH of retrieval buffer important? 

The laboratories used pH in range of 6.0 to 9.8. No significant difference in performance is noted. 

7. What is the best epitope retrieval method? 

HIER was used by all laboratories. 

8. Which technique was better, manual or automated? 

5 laboratories used automated systems. 4 out of 5 had optimum and good performance. Only 1 
laboratory has poor score 

9. In the poor performance cases, what is more responsible, antibody clone or other factors? 
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No specific cause is discernible from the present data. However, the lot no. 20025445 from Dako, 
clone 124 was used by 3 laboratories out of which 2 had borderline and poor scores. The 
laboratories using this lot has more non-specific staining. 

10. Which antibody clones had poor performance? 

Refer the table above 

11. What is the best control material for this marker? 

Tonsil and appendix are the best control material for this marker. A lab could have different 
grades of follicular lymphoma for better control. 
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